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Now Dainippon Screen's expertise in external
drum recorders and precision optical systems
converge to bring you a new thermal CTP
recorder with superior output speeds. Make
the move to thermal with a full range of high-
powered functions that deliver versatility with
high-productivity—up to 12 plates* per hour
at 2,400 dpi, including punching.
* 1,031 x 800 mm (40.6" x 31.5")

Four standard resolution settings handle a
wide range of jobs.An innovative automatic
drum balancing system enables the PlateRite
8000 to adapt precisely to various plate sizes.
And with the largest maximum media size in
its class, PlateRite 8000 outputs plates for
most 4-up and 8-up presses. Separate slots for
plate input and output, boost productivity
even further.

Not if or when, but which .

PlateRite 8000 features
• The fastest thermal plate output speeds available.

• Auto-balance, enabling recording of different sized plates with no manual adjustment.

• Four adjustable resolution levels to fit a wide range of jobs.

• A small footprint and elegant design.

• Separate slots for plate input and output increase productivity.
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The perfect recorder for thermal

Reap the thermal advantage
with PlateRite 8000
While visible-light CTP requires a dark
room or special processing, thermal
plates are imaged with heat rather than
light so they can be handled under yel-
low or ultraviolet-filtered white light.
PlateRite 8000's advanced optical and
clamping system images thermal plates
with superior productivity, versatility
and ease of use. The exposure head
supports a wide range of resolutions
from 1,200 to 4,000 dpi, which sup-
port high quality, high precision out-
put. Its advanced plate securing and
auto-balance features allow for
extremely fast rotation speeds and high
productivity. And PlateRite 8000's ease
of use, automation and user friendly
interface make it a snap to use.

PlateRite 8000 is the perfect recorder to reap all
the benefits of thermal imaging. 
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At your command

Auto-balance to fit different
plate sizes 
The PlateRite 8000 is designed to fit

smoothly into your workflow. Auto-

balance enables recording of different

sized plates with no manual adjust-

ment. All you do is input or select the

type of plate you want to use and the

PlateRite 8000 automatically makes

the necessary adjustments to create

perfect drum balance for each plate size

you use. It can handle a wide variety of

plate sizes, from 550 x 650mm (21.7"

x 25.6") all the way up to 940 x 1,160

mm (37" x 45.6"), making it easy to

tailor plate output to the job at hand.

Automatic internal punch
The PlateRite 8000 can even punch

your plates for you just before imaging,

with your choice of optional internal

punch block systems that provide

exceptional repeatability. You can

mount six punch blocks and select

punches based on plate size and press

type. A variety of suitable punches are

available. The PlateRite 8000 can

change between two punch configura-

tions automatically as required by the

automatic media settings.

Automatic loading and unload-
ing options
The PlateRite 8000 can be configured

for fully automatic, continuous opera-

tion with the optional SA-L8000 single

auto-loader and AT-T8000 processor

bridge, and plates can still be loaded

manually. One cassette can hold up to

100 plates. The single auto-loader can

be upgraded to a multi-cassette auto-

loader (under development), which

can hold up to five plate cassettes.

Sceen's automatic plate loaders feature

an interleaf removal system. The sys-

tem automatically routes paper to the

disposal area, and plates to the plateset-

ter. Since plates are vacuum-gripped

from the back for transport, there is no

risk of scratching.

With its advanced automation, PlateRite 8000
requires minimal operator attention, and the
degree of automation is scalable to fit user needs.  



Model name
Recording system
Light source
Plate size

Exposure size

Media
Media thickness
Resolution
Repeatability
Productivity
Imaging time
Interface
Plate transport

Punch (optional)
Dimensions

Weight
Environment 
Power requirements
Options

PT-R8000
External drum 
32-channel infrared laser diodes 1W/1 ch
Maximum 940 x 1160 mm (37.0" x 45.6")
Minimum 550 x 650 mm (21.7" x 25.6")
Maximum 910 x 1160 mm (35.8" x45.6")
Minimum 520 x 650 mm (20.5" x 25.6") 
Thermal (830 nm infrared sensitive) plates
0.2 - 0.3 mm (7.9 - 11.8 mil.)
1,200/2,000/2,400/4,000 dpi 
± 5 micrometers (± 0.2 mil.)*
12 plates/hr. at 2,400 dpi *
3.4 minutes for a B1 plate at 2,400 dpi **
Fast PIF
Semi-automatic loading (standard)
Fully-automatic loading (optional) 
DS, Heidelberg, Protocol, Komori, and others
2,400 mm W x 1,260 mm D x 1,260 mm H 
(94.5" x 49.6" x 49.6")
1,000g (2,200lbs.)
23 ± 2¡C (73.4 ± 3.6¡F), 50 - 70% RH (no condensation)
Single phase 200 - 230V 4.0 kW
Single Auto-loader, Processor bridge, 
Multi-cassette unit (in development)

* Over four consecutive exposures on one plate at 23¡C and 60% relative humidity.

** Output speed may vary depending on the sensitivity of the media.

Space requirements

PlateRite 8000 specifications SA-L 8000 Single auto-loader specifications

AT-T 8000 Processor bridge specifications

We reserve the right to alter product design and specifications without 
prior notice.

• Printed on recycled paper.
• Teranouchi-agaru 4-chome, Horikawa-dori, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto, 602-8585 Japan/Phone 075-414-7610/Fax 075-431-3410

• 5110 Tollview Dr., Rolling Meadows, IL 60008, USA/Phone 847-870-7400/Fax 847-870-0149

• 39, Kim Keat Road, Singapore, 328814/Phone 2553377/Fax 2504888

• 8th Floor, New Bright Bldg., 11 Sheung Yuet Road, Kowloon Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong/Phone 2953-0038/Fax 2755-8683
Beijing office     /Phone 010-6505-4974, 4976, 0405/Fax 010-6505-4975 (China)
Shanghai office /Phone 021-6466-4501/Fax 021-6466-4503 (China)

• 4F No. 126-1, Ming Tsu West Rd., Taipei, Taiwan/Phone 02-25862711/Fax 02-25914367

• 168 13th FL., Kookmin Life B/D, Gongduk-Dong, Mapo-ku, Seoul, 121-705, Korea/Phone 02-3271-5800/Fax 02-3271-5789

HEAD OFFICE

SCREEN  (USA)

DAINIPPON SCREEN SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.

DAINIPPON SCREEN (HONG KONG) LTD.

DAINIPPON SCREEN (TAIWAN) CO., LTD.

DAINIPPON SCREEN (KOREA) CO., LTD.

• Buro & Design Center, Heizel Esplanade Bus Nr. 54, 1020 Brussels, Belgium/Phone 02-476-1414/Fax 02-476-1313
DAINIPPON SCREEN (BELGIUM)

• Mündelheimer Weg 39, 40472 Düsseldorf , Germany/Phone 0211-472701/Fax 0211-4727199/Telex 858-4438 DSDD D

• Michigan Drive, Tongwell, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire MK15 8HT, UK/Phone 01908-848500/Fax 01908-848501

• Bouwerij 46, 1185XX Amstelveen, Holland/Phone 020-4567800/Fax 020-4567805

DAINIPPON SCREEN (DEUTSCHLAND) GmbH

DAINIPPON SCREEN (U.K.) LTD.

DAINIPPON SCREEN (NEDERLAND) BV

SCREEN FRANCE

• Unit 2, 207-209 Young Street, Waterloo, NSW 2017, Australia/Phone 02-9310-1314/Fax 02-9310-3566
DAINIPPON SCREEN (AUSTRALIA) PTY. LTD.

• Internet web site   http://www.screen.co.jp/

• Z.I. Paris Nord   , 12 Rue des Chardonnerets, B.P. 50315, F-95940 ROISSY C.D.G. Cedex, France/Phone 1-48-17-86-00/Fax 1-48-17-86-01
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SA-L8000Paper disposal
box

PT-R8000 AT-T8000 Processor

*Commpatible with various 
processors  and  stockers.

Stocker

D

Production line diagram Blower unit

mm
in.

A
2400
94.5

B
1260
49.6

C
1260
49.6

D
1600
63

E
5067
199.5

F
800
31.5

G
1530
60.2

H
402
15.8

I
1095
43.1

J
1240
48.8

Dimensions

No.205-026 Printed in Japan 09-99 10FSM(R0-0) 

Plate transport
Cassette capacity
Cleaning function
Productivity

Dimensions

Weight
Power 
Environment
Upgrade paths
Standard accessories

Options

Fully automatic loading and automatic interleaf removal
100 plates 
Cleaning roller (cleans both surfaces of plates)
11 plates/hr. (1030 x 800 mm) at 2,400 dpi, 
including punching
1,758 mm W x 2,120 mm D x 1,295 mm H 
(69.2" x 83.5" x 51.0")
530 kg (1,166 lbs.)
Single phase 200 - 230V +/- 10% 1kW 5A
23 ± 2 ¡C (73.4 ± 3.6 oF), 40 - 70% (no condensation) 
Manual to SA-L or MA-L; SA-L to MA-L
Plate cassette and carrier
Interleaf paper collection box 
Additional plate cassettes and carriers 
(with cassette dust covers).

Transport speed

Height variability
Dimensions

Weight
Power

At input: 500-6500 mm/min. (19.7-255.9"/min.) 
At output: 500-4000 mm/min. (19.7-157.5"/min.)
920 mm ± 60 mm
1,210 mm W x 1,533 mm D x 1,015 mm H 
(47.6" x 60.4" x 40.0")
125 kg (275 lbs.)
Single phase 200 - 230V ± 10%, 1kW 1A
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Comprehensive digital workflow solutions 

Copydot scanning with Cézanne
The award-winning Cézanne scanner with DotFinder copydot scanning software removes one of
the barriers to CTP––incorporating archived and supplied films into a fully digital workflow.
Replacing film with data saves a lot of physical storage space and facilitates faster, more versatile
repurposing.

Digital proofing
The TrueRite digital color proofer and the PlateRite 8000 can both be driven by the same
TaigaSPACE RIP system. The Renafit color management system carries out high-precision color
matching to the final printed product. And because TrueRite can output digital halftone screens on
the actual printing stock, it can output proofs nearly identical to the final printed product.

And for cost effective imposition proofing from TaigaSPACE, an A0-size printer is also available.

Digital workflow software
Screen’s TaigaSPACE workflow automation system can handle everything from automatic trapping
and imposition, and placement of color bars, collation marks, and register marks, to RIP’ing and
screening. What’s more, with the FlatWorker module, different jobs can be arranged on a single
plate, with controls for dot gain, and fine xy adjustments for each of the jobs. FlatWorker can also
be used to arrange color control patches, register marks, and gripper margins.TaigaSPACE can out-
put CIP3 PPF (Print Production Format) data, which makes press set-up faster and easier and
increases pressroom productivity by eliminating plate scanning and reducing the time it takes to
get presses up to color.

Job creation
Trapping, OPI
TIFF output
Imposition
RIP to disk

TaigaSPACE
Plate output

Press

Imposition
Plate output
Dot gain control

Job management

CIP3 output

DTP layout data

Various other
data formats

Color transparencies
/film input

Digital proofing

Dainippon Screen also offers all the other components you need to move to

a fully digital workflow such as copydot scanning, digital halftone color proof-

ing, imposition proofing, color management, electronic trapping and imposi-

tion, and RIPping.
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Try speed

Fast external drum with multi-
channel recording  
Thermal plates require high energy for
exposure. That's why high energy must
be delivered to the plate to image dots.
On external drum recorders, the light
source can be positioned close to the
plate, but up to now, drum speeds have
been limited by the difficulty of secur-
ing the plates well enough to tolerate
higher rotation speeds. 

Now Screen has built on our expertise
in external drum recording and preci-
sion clamping technologies to bring
you a 32-channel external drum
recorder with a difference––very fast
drum rotation speeds are achieved in
practice. That's how we can offer such
high thermal plate output productivity.

An advanced, automated, light-weight
clamping and vacuum system is the
secret of PlateRite 8000's superior

speed and productivity. The system
keeps plates fully secure even at the
PlateRite 8000's rapid rotation speeds.
As the drum spins at up to 1,000 rpm,
the 32 powerful laser diodes image in
parallel creating the ultimate in ther-
mal productivity. 

Our external drum spins not just a little faster,
but many times faster than conventional external
drum plate recorders.

Fixed leading edge clamps

Troughs for clamp fixation

Vaccuum system

Variable-position 
trailing edge clamps

Drum

Plate

PlateRite 8000's plate securing system allows much faster

spin speeds. Automatic variable positioning of trailing

edge clamps means that a wide range of plate sizes can be

accomodated automatically.
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. . PlateRite 8000
Thermal Plate Recorder



The following information is provided for documentation purposes only. All trademarks property of their respective owners. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
RTI Global, Inc. 
United States 
Phone: 800-816-5755 or 941-925-1303 
Fax: 941-924-0699 
Email: sales@rti-rips.com 
Website: www.rti-rips.com 

NEW SOFTWARE AVAILABLE 
 

To find out more about using the Harlequin® RIP-Kit 
software with this particular output device visit rti-rips.com 
or call 800-816-5755  (International Callers: 941-925-1303)

http://www.rti-rips.com
http://www.rti-rips.com
http://www.rti-rips.com



